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Abstract. In the context of the security evaluation of cryptographic implementations, profiling attacks (aka Template Attacks) play a fundamental role, and are often implemented under
Gaussian assumption for the leakage distribution. Nevertheless this approach suffers from the
difficulty to validate the software and hardware countermeasures that have been conceived to
create traces misalignment. This forces the evaluator to perform critical preprocessing phases,
such as the selection of the points of interest and the realignment of measurements. We propose
an end-to-end strategy based on the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): it greatly facilitates
the evaluation roadmap, since it does not require such preprocessings. To significantly increase
the performances of the CNN, we moreover propose to equip it with the data augmentation
technique that is classical in other applications of Machine Learning.
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Introduction

To prevent Side-Channel Attacks (SCA), manufacturers commonly implement countermeasures that
create misalignment in the measurements sets. The latter countermeasures are either implemented in
hardware (unstable clock, random hardware interruption, clock stealing) or in software (insertion of
random delays through dummy operations [8, 9], shuffling [31]). Until now two approaches have been
developed to perform security evaluations in presence of enhanced misalignment. The first one simply
consists in adapting the number of side-channel acquisitions (usually increasing it by a factor which is
linear in the misalignment effect). Eventually an integration over a range of points [20] can be made,
which guarantees the extraction of the information over a single point, at the cost of a linear increase
of the noise, that may be compensated by the increase of the acquisitions. The second one, which is
usually preferred, consists in applying realignment techniques in order to limit the desynchronization
effects. Two realignment techniques families might be distinguished: a signal-processing-oriented one
(e.g. [24, 30]), more adapted to hardware countermeasures, and a probabilistic-oriented one (e.g. [11]),
conceived for the detection of dummy operations, i.e. software countermeasures.
Among the SCAs, profiling attacks (aka Template Attacks, TA for short) play a fundamental role
in the context of the security evaluation of cryptographic implementations. Indeed the profiling attack
scenario allows to evaluate their worst-case security, admitting the attacker is able to characterize the
device leakages by means of a full-knowledge access to a device identical to the one under attack.
Such attacks work in two phases: first, a leakage model is estimated during a so-called profiling phase,
then the profiled leakage model is exploited to extract key-dependent information in the proper attack
phase. Approximating the information leakage by a Gaussian distribution is today the most popular
approach for the profiling. Nevertheless the performances of such a classical TA highly depend on some
preliminary phases, such as the traces realignment or the selection of the Points of Interest (PoIs).
We propose the use of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as a comprehensive profiling attack
strategy. Such a strategy, divided into a learning phase and a proper attack phase, can replace the
entire roadmap of the state of the art attacks: for instance, contrary to a classical TA, any trace

preprocessing such as realignment or the choice of the PoIs are included in the learning phase. Indeed
we will show that the CNNs implicitly perform an appropriate combination of the time samples and are
robust to trace misalignment. This property makes the profiling attacks with CNNs efficient and easy to
perform, since they do not require critical preprocessings. Moreover, since the CNNs are less impacted
than the classical TA by the dimension of the traces, we can a priori expect that their efficiency
outperforms (or at least perform as well as) the classical TAs. Indeed, CNNs can extract information
from a large range of points while, in practice, Gaussian TAs are used to extract information on some
previously dimensionality-reduced data (and dimensionality reduction never raises the informativeness
of the data [10]).
To compensate some undesired behaviour of the CNNs, we propose as well to embed them with Data
Augmentation (DA) techniques [28, 32], recommended in the machine learning domain for improving
performances: the latter technique consists in artificially generating traces in order to increase the
size of the profiling set. To do so, the acquired traces are distorted through plausible transformations
that preserve the label information (i.e. the value of the handled sensitive variable in our context).
Actually, we propose to turn the misalignment problem into a virtue, enlarging the profiling trace set
via a random shift of the acquired traces and another typology of distortion that together simulate a
clock jitter effect. Paradoxically, instead of trying to realign the traces, we propose to further misalign
them (a much easier task!), and we show that such a practice provides a great benefit to the CNN
attack strategy.
We propose as well the use of a visualization tool, allowing interpreting the succeeding results
obtained by a CNN architecture. In particular, the visualization tool can be used to highlight the
PoIs of each single trace belonging to a set of misaligned traces. We remark that with classical PoIs
detecting statistics, e.g. the SNR or the T-Test, that are estimated in a point-wise manner over an entire
dataset, the trace-wise visualization of PoIs is not possible, and in case of misalignment such statistics
are corrupted by the misalignment noise. On one hand, visualizing the PoIs automatically extracted
by the trained CNN architecture serves, in this paper, to validate the CNN claim of robustness to
misalignment. On the other hand they are extremely useful in the optic of strengthening the embedded
security, since they allow evaluators to localize the leaking parts of the cryptographic implementation,
and to transmit useful warnings to the developers.
This contribution makes part of the transfer of methodology in progress in last years from the
machine learning and pattern recognition domain to the side-channel analysis one. In last years, the
strict analogy between TAs and the supervised classification problem as been depicted [14], while the
deployment of Neural Networks (NNs) [22, 21, 33] and CNNs [19] to perform profiled SCAs has been
proposed.
This communication focuses over the effectivness of CNNs in presence of misalignment, thus considerations about other kinds of countermeasures, such as masking, are left apart. Nevertheless, the fact
that CNNs usually applies non-linear functions to the data makes them potentially (and practically,
as already experienced in [19, 26]) able to deal with such a countermeasure as well.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we recall the classical TA roadmap, we introduce the
CNN family of NNs, we describe the NN-based SCA, we discuss the practical aspects of the training
phase of an NN, we give the description of the Data Augmentation and the visualization method.
In Sec. 3 we present the results of the visualization technique on the ASCAD database [26], where
software countermeasures’ effects are simulated. Experiments against hardware countermeasures are
described in Sec. 4, proving that the CNN are robust to deformations due to the jitter.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Notations

Throughout this paper we use calligraphic letters as X to denote sets, the corresponding upper-case
letter X to denote random variables (random vectors if in bold X) over X , and the corresponding
lower-case letter x (resp. x for vectors) to denote realizations of X (resp. X). The i-th entry of a vector
x is denoted by x[i]. Side-channel traces will be viewed as realizations of a random column vector
X ∈ RD . During their acquisition, a target sensitive variable Z = f (P, K) is handled, where P denotes
some public variable, e.g. a plaintext, and K the part of secret key the attacker aims to retrieve. The
value assumed by such a variable is viewed as a realization z ∈ Z = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z |Z| } of a discrete finite
2

random variable Z. We will sometimes represent the values z i ∈ Z via the so-called one-hot encoding
representation, assigning to z i a |Z|-dimensional vector, with all entries equal to 0 and the i-th entry
equal to 1: z i → zi = (0, 0, . . . , 0, |{z}
1 , 0, . . . , 0).
i

2.2

Profiling Side-Channel Attack

A profiling SCA is performed into two phases: a profiling (or characterization, or training) phase,
and an attack (or matching) phase. During the profiling phase, the attacker exploits a profiling set
{xi , zi }i=1,...,Np of size Np , which is a set of traces xi acquired under known value zi of the target, to
estimate the probability:
Pr[X|Z = z].
(1)
The potentially huge dimensionality of X lets such an estimation a very complex problem, and the most
popular way adopted until now to estimate the conditional probability is the one that led to the wellestablished Gaussian TA [5]. To perform the latter attack, the adversary priorly exploits some statistical
tests (e.g. SNR, T-Test [6]) and/or dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g. PCA, LDA, KDA [4]) to
select a small portion of PoIs or an opportune combination of them. Then, denoting ε(X) the result
of such a dimensionality reduction, the attacker assumes that ε(X)|Z has a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, and estimates the mean vector µz and the covariance matrix Σ z for each z ∈ Z (i.e. the
so-called templates). In this way the pdf (1) is approximated by the Gaussian pdf with parameters
µz and Σ z . The attack phase eventually consists in comparing the attack traces {xi }i=1,...,N to the
templates. The attacker sorts the key candidates k ∈ K with respect to their a-posteriori probability
given by:
N
N
Y
Y
Pr[X = xi |Z = f (pi , k)]
,
(2)
dk =
Pr[Z = f (pi , k)|X = xi ] =
Pr[Z = f (pi , k))]
i=1
i=1
where the last equation is obtained via the Bayes theorem under the hypothesis that acquisitions are
independent, and omitting the prior probability of the variable X which is constant for each key hypothesis.
Traces misalignment affects the approach above. In particular, if not treated with a proper realignment, it makes the PoI selection harder, obliging the attacker to consider a wide range of points for
his characterization (the more effective the misalignment, the wider the range), directly or after a previous integration, as proposed in [20]. Instead of an integration of points, other techniques that follow
a dimension reduction approach might be applied, e.g. the PCA or the LDA. Unfortunately, the latter
techniques suffer from the misalignment effect as well. As we will see in the next section, the neural
networks, and in particular the CNNs, are able to efficiently address the PoI selection problem and
the misalignment issue simultaneously. More precisely, they can be trained to search for informative
weighted combinations of leakage points, in a way that is robust to traces misalignment.
2.3

Neural Networks

The classification problem is the most widely studied one in machine learning, since it is the central
building block for all other problems, e.g detection, regression, etc. [2] It consists in taking an input,
e.g. a side-channel trace x, and in assigning it a label z ∈ Z, e.g. the value of the target variable
handled during the acquisition. In the typical setting of a supervised classification problem, a training
set is available, which is a set of data already assigned to the right label. The latter set exactly corresponds to the profiling set in the side-channel context.
Neural networks (NN) are nowadays the privileged tool to address the classification problem. They
aim at constructing a function F : RD → R|Z| that takes data x and outputs vectors y of scores. The
classification of x is done afterwards by choosing the label z i such that i = argmax y[i]. In general
F is obtained by combining several simpler functions, called layers. An NN has an input layer (the
identity over the input datum x), an output layer (the last function, whose output is the scores vector
y) and all other layers are called hidden layers. The nature (the number and the dimension) of the
layers is called the architecture of the NN. All the parameters that define an architecture, together
3

with some other parameters that govern the training phase, have to be carefully set by the attacker,
and are called hyper-parameters. The so-called neurons, that give the name to the NNs, are the computational units of the network and essentially process a scalar product between the coordinate of
its input and a vector of trainable weights (or simply weights) that have to be trained. Each layer
processes some neurons and the outputs of the neuron evaluations will form new input vectors for the
subsequent layer. The training phase consists in an automatic tuning of the weights and it is done via
an iterative approach which locally applies the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm [12] to minimize
a loss function quantifying the classification error of the function F over the training set. We will not
give further details about this classical optimization approach, called Backward Propagation, and the
interested reader may refer to [12].

2.4

Convolutional Neural Networks: Core Principles and Constructions

In this section we describe the layers that compose a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and we
explain why the CNNs is able to be robust to misalignment.
– The Fully-Connected layers (FC for short), denoted by λ, are linear layers expressible as follows:
denoting x ∈ RD the input of an FC, its output is given by Ax + b, being A ∈ RD×C a matrix of
weights and b ∈ RC a vector of biases. These weights and biases are the trainable weights of the
FC layer.5
– Convolutionnal layers (CONV for short) are linear layers, denoted by γ, that share weights across
space. To apply a CONV to an input of size D × V , where the initial depth V is one, for 1D-data,
nfilter small matrices, called convolutional filters, of size W × V (where W is called kernel size)
are slid over the length dimension of the input by a chosen amount of units, called stride. The
filters form a window, called patch in ML language, which defines a linear transformation of W × V
consecutive points of the data into new matrices of size 1 × nfilter , arranged in such a way that
nfilter is the depth of the layer output. The length dimension of the output of a convolutional
layer depends on several parameters: the input length, the stride, and the padding. The two most
common ways to pad the input are called same padding and valid padding: with the same padding
the input is padded with some zeros at the beginning and at the end, in such a way that, for a
stride equal to 1, the output has the same length than the input, for a stride equal to 2 the input
length is exactly halved, for a stride equal to 3 it is exactly divided by 3, etc. The valid padding
consists on the contrary to avoid any kind of padding. Only proper data points are used as input,
and output length is adjusted: typically, for a stride equal to 1, the output length equals D −W +1,
where D is the input length. The coordinates of the window are among the trainable weights of
the model. They slid over the input, so they are multiplied by different parts of the datum, but
they are constrained to keep unchanged while sliding, i.e. to behave in the same way no matter the
position of the input entries on the global input datum. This constraint aims to allow the CONV
layer to learn shift-invariant features, i.e. characteristics of the datum for which the position is
not discriminant. Shift-invariant features are largely present in image recognition context, which
drove the development of CNNs. For examples the eyes, the nose and the mouth of a person in
a picture, are discriminant features for the person no matter their position in the image. The
ability at learning shift-invariant features makes CNNs robust to geometrical deformations [17] or
to temporal deformation when considering side-channel signals. For this reason they are adequate
to counteract misalignment-based countermeasures.
– Pooling layers (POOL for short) are non-linear layers, denoted by δ, that reduce the spatial size
by making some filters slide across its input. The filter is 1-dimensional, characterised by a length
W , and usually the stride is chosen equal to its length. In contrast with convolutional layers,
the pooling filter does not contain trainable weights; they only slid across the input to select a
segment, then a pooling function is applied: the most common pooling functions are the maxpooling, which outputs the maximum values within the segment, and the average-pooling, which
outputs the average of the coordinates of the segment.
5

They are called Fully-Connected because each i-th input coordinate is connected to each j-th output via the
A[i, j] weight. FC layers can be seen as a special case of the linear layers in general Feed-Forward networks,
in which not all the connections are present. The absence of some (i, j)-th connections can be formalized as
a constraint for the matrix A consisting in forcing to 0 its (i, j)-th coordinates.
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– Activation layers (ACT for short) are composed of a single non-linear real function that is applied
independently to each coordinate of its input. Several activation functions have been used in Deep
Learning and currently the so-called ReLU is preferred. It processes max(0, x) to each coordinate
x. The ACT layer preceded by the Batch Normalization layer below is denoted α.
– Batch Normalization layers (BN for short) have been introduced in [15] by Ioffe Szegedy to reduce
the so-called internal covariate shift in neural networks and to eventually fasten the gradient
descent.
– The softmax 6 layer (SOFT for short), denoted by s, applies the following processing to each
x[i]
coordinate of its input x: s(x)[i] = Pe ex[j] .
j

Eventually, the main block of a CNN is a CONV layer γ directly followed by a BN layer and an
ACT layer α. The former locally extracts information from the input thanks to filters and the latter
increases the complexity of the learned classification function thanks to its non-linearity. After some
(α ◦ γ) blocks, a POOL layer δ is usually added to reduce the number of neurons: δ ◦ [α ◦ γ]nconv . This
new block is repeated nblocks times in the neural network until obtaining an output of reasonable size.
Then, ndense FC layes λ are introduced in order to obtain a global result which depends on the entire
input. To sum-up, a common convolutional network can be characterized by the following formula:7
F (x) = s ◦ [λ]ndense ◦ [δ ◦ [α ◦ γ]nconv ]nblocks (x) = y .

(3)

The role of the softmax is to renormalize the output scores in such a way that they approximate
a probability distribution y = Pr[Z|X = x]. In this way, the computed output does not only provide
the most likely label to solve the classification problem, but also the a-posteriori probability of the
remaining |Z| − 1 other labels. In the profiling SCA context, this form of output allows us to enter it
in (2) to rank key candidates, since (3) may be viewed as an approximation of the pdf in (1). We can
thus rewrite (2) as:
dk =

N
Y

F (xi )[f (pi , k)].

(4)

i=1

We refer to [18] for an (excellent) explication over the relationship between the softmax function
and the Bayes theorem.
2.5

Practical Aspects of the Training Phase and Overfitting

The goal of the training phase is to tune the weights of the NN. The latter ones are first initialized
with random values and are afterwards updated by applying several times the same process: a batch
of traces chosen in random order goes through the network to obtain its score, the loss function is
computed from this score and finally the loss is reduced by modifying the trainable parameters. An
iteration over the entire training set is called epoch. To monitor the training of an NN and to evaluate
its performances it is a good practice to separate the labelled data into 3 sets:
– the proper training set, which is actually used to train the weights (in general it contains the
greater part of the labelled data)
– a validation set, which is observed in general at the end of each epoch to monitor the training
– a test set, which is left unobserved during the training phase and involved to finally evaluate the
performances of the trained NN. For our experiments we will use the attack traces as test set.
The accuracy is the most common metric to both monitor and evaluate an NN classifier. It is
defined as the successful classification rate reached over a dataset. The training accuracy, the validation
accuracy and the test accuracy are the successful classification rates achieved respectively over the
training, the validation and the test sets. At the end of each epoch it is useful to compute and to
compare the training accuracy and the validation accuracy. For some trained models we will measure
in this paper (see e.g. Table 2) the following two quantities:
6
7

To prevent underflow, the log-softmax is usually preferred if several classification outputs must be combined.
where each layer of the same type appearing in the composition is not to be intended as exactly the same
function (e.g. with same input/output dimensions), but as a function of the same form.
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– the maximal training accuracy, corresponding to the maximum of the training accuracies computed
at the end of each epoch
– the maximal validation accuracy, corresponding to the maximum of the validation accuracies computed at the end of each epoch.
In addition to the two quantities above, we will also evaluate the performances of our trained model,
by computing a test accuracy (see e.g. Table 1).

On the Need to also Consider the Guessing Entropy. The accuracy metric is perfectly adapted
to the machine learning classification problem, but corresponds in side-channel language to the success
rate of a Simple Attack, i.e. an attack where a single attack trace is available. When the attacker can
acquire several traces for varying plaintexts, the accuracy metric is not sufficient alone to evaluate
the attack performance. Indeed such a metric only takes into account the label corresponding to the
maximal score and does not consider the other ones, whereas an SCA through (4) does (and therefore
exploits the full information). To take this remark into account, we will always associate the test accuracy to a side-channel metric defined as the minimal number N ? of side-channel traces that makes
the guessing entropy (the average rank of the right key candidate) be permanently equal to 1 (see e.g.
Table 1). We will estimate such a guessing entropy through 10 independent attacks.
As we will see in the sections dedicated to our attack experiments, applying Machine Learning in a
context where at the same time (1) the model to recover is complex and (2) the amount of exploitable
measurements for the training is limited, may be ineffective due to some overfitting phenomena.
Overfitting. Often the training accuracy is higher than the validation one. When the gap between
the two accuracies is excessive, we assist to the overfitting phenomenon. It means that the NN is using
its weights to learn by heart the training set instead of detecting significant discriminative features. For
this reason its performances are poor over the validation set, which is new to it. Overfitting occurs when
an NN is excessively complex, i.e. when it is able to express an excessively large family of functions.
In order to keep the NN as complex as wished and hence limiting the overfitting, some regularization
techniques can be applied. For example, in this paper we will propose the use of the Data Augmentation
(DA) [28] that consists in artificially adding observations to the training set. Moreover, for experiments
described in Sec. 4 we will take advantage of the early-stopping technique [25] that consists in well
choosing a stop condition based on the validation accuracy or on the validation loss (i.e. the value
taken by the loss function over the validation set).
2.6

Data Augmentation

As pointed out in Sec.2.5, it is sometimes necessary to manage the overfitting phenomenon, by applying some regularization techniques. As we will see in Sec. 4 this will be the case in our experiments:
indeed we will propose a quite deep CNN architecture, flexible enough to manage the misalignment
problems, but trained over some relatively small training sets. This fact, combined with the high number of weights exploited by our CNN implies that the latter one will learn by heart each element of
the training set, without catching the truly discriminant features of the traces.
Among all regularization techniques, we choose to concentrate priorly on the Data Augmentation
[28], mainly for two reasons. First, it is well known that the presence of misalignment forces to increase
the number of acquisitions. In other terms, misalignment may provoke a lack of data phenomenon on
the adversary side. In the machine learning domain such a lack is classically addressed thanks to the
DA technique, and its benefits are widely proved. For example, many image recognition competition
winners made use of such a technique (e.g. the winner of ILSVRC-2012 [16]). Second, the DA is controllable, meaning that the deformations applied to the data are chosen, thus fully characterized. It is
therefore possible to fully determine the addition of complexity induced to the classification problem.
In our opinion, other techniques add constraints to the problem in a more implicit way, e.g. the dropout
[13] or the `2 -norm regularization [2].
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Fig. 1: Left: Shifting technique for DA. Right: Add-Remove technique for DA (added points marked by red
circles, removed points marked by black crosses).

Data augmentation consists in artificially generating new training traces by deforming those previously acquired. The deformation is done by the application of transformations that preserve the label
information (i.e. the value of the handled sensitive variable in our context). We choose two kinds of
deformations, that we denote by Shifting and Add-Remove.
Shifting Deformation (SHT ? ) simulates a random delay effect of maximal amplitude T ? , by randomly
selecting a shifting window of the acquired trace, as shown in Fig. 1. Let D denote the original size of
the traces. We fix the size of the input layer of our CNN to D0 = D − T ? . Then the technique SHT ?
consists (1) in drawing a uniform random t ∈ [0, T ? ], and (2) in selecting the D0 -sized window starting
from the t-th point. For our study, we will compare the SHT technique for different values T ≤ T ? ,
without changing the architecture of the CNN (in particular the input size D0 ). Notably, T
T?
implies that T ? − T time samples will never have the chance to be selected. As we suppose that the
information is localized in the central part of the traces, we choose to center the shifting windows,
?
discarding the heads and the tails of the traces (corresponding to the first and the last T 2−T points).
Add-Remove Deformation (AR) simulates a clock jitter effect (Fig. 1). We will denote by ARR the
operation that consists (1) in inserting R time samples, whose positions are chosen uniformly at random and whose values are the arithmetic mean between the previous time sample and the following
one, (2) in suppressing R time samples, chosen uniformly at random.
The two deformations can be composed: we will denote by SHT ARR the application of a SHT
followed by a ARR .
2.7

Visualization method for Deep Learning and SCA

In this section, we present how to use a technique that enables to visualize, for the measured traces,
the relevance of each point with respect to the attack accuracy. The aim is to replace characterization
techniques such as SNR in order to become more robust against jittering countermeasures. Formally,
we want to build a D-sized vector ri for each input trace xi .
A former approach: the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) The SNR is a powerful statistical tool
able to show the informative regions on leakage traces. The formal definition of the SNR at instant t
is the following:
SNR[t] ,

Varz (E[X[t]|Z = z])
Ez [Var(X[t]|Z = z)]

(5)

As the name mentions, the numerator is the signal term while the denominator is the noise term. In
informative regions the variance should be more dependent on the signal variations due to the variable
Z manipulation, than in other regions.
The success of this tool relies on the fact that it can be used before an attack to perform a
PoI selection. However, jittering countermeasures will not let SNR concentrate information in narrow
regions but spread it over several points. As an example, a random shift of each trace on a maximum
of 100 points will require 100 times more traces to get the same quality of SNR [7].
7

Backward Propagation towards the input traces. Computer Vision scientists have proposed
several methods to interpret the decision made by a Deep Neural Network. The simplest one [29]
consists in computing the gradient of the loss function with respect to each input trace as a relevance
map, defined as the following:
ri [t] ,

∂l
∂xi [t]

(6)

where l is the loss function.
The hot zones, i.e. the regions where the relevance map assumes highest values, localize the most
significant input trace coordinates: indeed the presence of high gradient indicates that a slight variation
of the signal strongly influences the loss function. This method is well adapted in contexts where
relevant information is localized in the input, as it is commonly assumed in the SCA domain [3].
The principle of this method is based on the fact that the backward propagation enables to efficiently
compute the gradient with respect to all the model learning parameters by propagating an error term
from the top layers to the first ones. Even if the gradient computation with respect to the input
traces is not relevant in the learning phase (as the data is assumed to be constant, not trainable), it
is necessarily computed as a side effect of the backward propagation. Thus, the computation of the
relevance map is done for free.
The main advantage of this method is that it gives, for each trace, a customized PoIs localization.
Since the relevance map is computed trace-wise, the desynchronization of the trace set does not affect
such a computation for a given trace. This is in contrast with the SNR tool, for which the statistical
estimation is necessarily done over several samples, eventually desynchronized. A second advantage of
such a visualization is that it highlights the fact that the CNN applies an intrinsic extraction of informative regions from misaligned datasets, which explains the attack successness. A characteristic of this
visualization approach is that it needs a successfull CNN attack to be performed. It seems a sort of postmortem characterization of the target vulnerabilities, while usually (in the TA context) the PoI search
acts as a preliminary phase. Nevertheless, for evaluation purposes, this visualization post-analysis is
essential to identify the sources of vulnerability, necessary to develop adapted countermeasures.
This method has also some drawbacks. The main one, as mentioned in [23], is that the use of very
deep network architectures leads to the training of very complex models, and to the building of not very
smooth functions. Therefore, the relevance map may show some high peaks even in absence of relevant
information. At the same time, very deep networks may be more performant than simpler ones. As
a direct consequence, there is a tradeoff to find in the choice of the CNN architecture between light
architecture that will be more interpretable and deeper and heavier architectures that will perform
better.

3

Application on the ASCAD database

In this section we present a first experiment on the ASCAD database [26] in order to verify that the
CNNs are able to manage the misalignment and to apply the previous visualization method.
We considered the case where no masking is used, so we chose the target value to be:
Z = SBox(p[3] ⊕ k[3]) ⊕ rout .

(7)

The ASCAD database contains 50, 000 labelled traces, used for the training/profiling phase (more
precisely, 40, 000 are used for the training, and 10, 000 for the validation), and 10, 000 traces, divided
in 10 subsets used for the attack phase. The traces are composed of 700 time samples. Moreover
the traces have been artificially desynchronized with a random shift between 0 and 100 points. To
illustrate the desynchronization effect, we depict in Fig. 2 the SNR estimated over 50, 000 traces for
the synchronized (left) and desynchronized (right) datasets. In the second case (misaligned traces), we
remark the estimated SNR is not able to highlight some informative points.
For this experiment we chose the following CNN architecture:
s ◦ [λ]1 ◦ [δ ◦ [α ◦ γ]1 ]5 ,
i.e. ndense = nconv = 1 and nblocks = 5.
8
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Fig. 2: Characterization with SNR for synchronized (left) and desynchronized (right) data.

We performed the training during 40 epochs and we obtained the results reported in Table 1.

Metrics

Value

Test accuracy
2.5 %
Guessing Entropy (one trace) 38.13
Min. traces required (N ? )
3.00
Table 1: Performance metrics evaluated on the ASCAD test set.

The performance metrics are much better than a random prediction on the test set. Therefore
we conclude the model has learned to predict the target value. In order to validate the NN extracts
information from the actual region of interest, we perform the visualization technique described in
Sec. 2.7. In Fig. 3 the loss function gradient with respect to several input traces is plotted. Each line
shows a pattern of peaks similar to the SNR one, drawn in the left part of Fig. 2, but located at
different abscisses. Globally it reveals a band of peaks that corresponds to the main peak of the SNR
up to the maximum shift of 100 points. This stengthen the idea the CNN has correctly learned how
to discriminate the traces in terms of their target value. Thus, visualizing such gradients can help the
evaluator to appreciate the performance of its CNN architecture on one hand, and to measure the
effect of jittering counter-measure on another hand.
Loss function gradient w.r.t. input traces
Max desync = 100 pts
2.5

Gradient

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

100

200

300

400

Time(samples)

500

600

700

Fig. 3: Characterization with the gradient with respect to each input trace.
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4

Application to hardware countermeasures

A classical hardware countermeasure against side-channel attacks consists in introducing instability
in the clock. This implies the cumulation of a deforming effect that affects each single acquired clock
cycle, and provokes traces misalignment on the adversary side. Indeed, since clock cycles do not have
the same duration, they are sampled during the attack by a varying number of time samples. As
a consequence, a simple translation of the acquisitions is not sufficient in this case to align w.r.t. an
identified clock cycle. Several realignment techniques are available to manage this kind of deformations,
e.g. [30]. The goal of this paper is not to compare a new realignment technique with the existing ones,
but to show that we can get rid of the realignment pre-processing exploiting the end-to-end attack
strategy provided by the CNN approach.
4.1

Performances over Artificial Augmented Clock Jitter

In this section we present the results that we obtained over two datasets named DS low jitter and
DS high jitter. Each one contains 10, 000 labelled traces, used for the training/profiling phase (more
precisely, 9, 000 are used for the training, and 1, 000 for the validation), and 100, 000 attack traces. The
traces are composed of 1, 860 time samples. The two datasets have been obtained by artificially adding
a simulated jitter effect over some synchronized original traces. The original traces were measured on
an Atmega328P microprocessor. We verified that they originally encompass leakage on 34 instructions:
2 nops, 16 loads from the NVM and 16 accesses to look-up tables. For our attack experiments, it is
assumed that the target is the first look-up table access, i.e. the 19th clock cycle. Our CNN has been
trained to classify the traces according to the Hamming weight of the Sbox output; namely, our labels
are the 9 values taken by Z = HW(Sbox(P ⊕ K)).8 To simulate the jitter effect each clock pattern has
been deformed9 by adding r new points if r > 0 (resp. removing r points if r < 0), with r ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).10
For the DS low jitter dataset, we fixed σ 2 = 4 and for the DS high jitter dataset we fixed σ 2 = 36. As
an example, some traces of DS low jitter are depicted in the left-hand side of Fig.4: the cumulative
effect of the jitter is observable by remarking that the desynchronization raises with time. Some traces
of DS high jitter are depicted as well in the right-hand side of Fig. 4. For both datasets we did not
operate any PoI selection, but entered the entire traces into our CNN.

Fig. 4: Left: some traces of the DS low jitter dataset, a zoom of the part highlighted by the red rectangle is
given in the bottom part. Right: some traces (and the relative) of the DS high jitter dataset. The interesting
clock cycle is highlighted by the grey rectangular area.

For the CNN architecture, we chose the form
s ◦ [λ]1 ◦ [δ ◦ [α ◦ γ]1 ]4 ,
8

9
10

(9)

The Hamming weight model is known to be particularly relevant to model the leakage occurring during
register writing in Atmega328P [1].
The 19th clock cycle suffers from the cumulation of the previous 18 deformations
This deformation is not the same of the proposed AR technique for the DA.
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i.e. ndense = nconv = 1 and nblocks = 4.
We assisted to a strong overfitting phenomenon and we successfully reduced it by applying the
DA strategy introduced in Sec.2.6. We applied both the shifting deformation SHT with T ? = 200
and T ∈ {0, 20, 40} and the add-remove deformation ARR with R ∈ {0, 100, 200}, training the CNN
model using the 9 combinations SHT ARR . We performed a further experiment with much higher DA
parameters, i.e. SH200 AR500 , to show that the benefits provided by the DA are limited: as expected,
too much deformation affects the CNN performances (indeed results obtained with SH200 AR500 will
be worse than those obtained with e.g. SH40 AR200 ).
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Fig. 5: Comparison between a Gaussian template attack, with and without realignment, and our CNN strategy,
over the DS low jitter (left) and the DS high jitter (right).

The results we obtained are summarized in Table 2. Case SH0 AR0 corresponds to a training performed without DA technique (and hence serves as a reference suffering from the overfitting phenomenon). It can be observed that as the DA parameters raise, the validation accuracy raises while
the training accuracy decreases. This experimentally validates that the DA technique is efficient in
reducing overfitting. Remarkably in some cases, for example in the DS low jitter dataset case with
SH100 AR40 , the best validation accuracy is higher than the best training accuracy. To interpret this
phenomenon we observe that the training set contains both the original data and the augmented ones
(i.e. deformed by the DA) while the validation set only contains non-augmented data. The fact that the
achieved training accuracy is lower than the validation one, indicates that the CNN does not succeed
in learning how to classify the augmented data, but succeed to extract the features of interest for the
classification of the original data. We judge this behaviour positively. Concerning the DA techniques
we observe that they are efficient when applied independently and that their combination is still more
efficient.
According to our results in Table 2, we selected the model issued using the SH200 AR40 technique for
the DS low jitter dataset and the one issued using the SH200 AR20 technique for the DS higher jitter.
In Fig. 5 we compare their performances with those of a Gaussian TA possibly combined with a
realignment technique. To tune this comparison several state-of-the-art Gaussian TA have been tested.
In particular for the selection of the PoIs two approaches have been applied: first we selected from 3
to 20 points maximising the estimated instantaneous SNR, secondly we selected sliding windows of
3 to 20 consecutive points covering the region of interest. For the template processing, we tried (1)
the classical approach [5] where a mean and a covariance matrix are estimated for each class, (2) the
pooled covariance matrix strategy proposed in [6] and (3) the stochastic approach proposed in [27].
In this experiment, the leakage is concentrated in peaks that are easily detected by their relatively
high amplitude, so we use a simple method that consists in first detecting the peaks above a chosen
threshold, then keeping all the samples in a window around these peaks. The results plotted in Fig. 5
are the best ones we obtained (via the stochastic approach over some 5-sized windows). Results show
that the performances of the CNN approach are much higher than those of the Gaussian templates,
both with and without realignment. This confirms the robustness of the CNN approach with respect to
the jitter effect: the selection of PoIs and the realignment integrated in the training phase are effective.
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Table 2: Results of our CNN in presence of artificially-generated jitter countermeasure, with different DA
techniques. For each technique 4 values are given: in position a the maximal training accuracy, in position b
the maximal validation accuracy, in position c the test accuracy, in position d the value of N ? (see Sec. 2.5 for
definitions).
DS low jitter
a
b
SH0
SH20
SH40
SH200
c
d
100.0% 68.7% 99.8% 86.1% 98.9% 84.1%
AR0
57.4%
14
82.5%
6
83.6%
6
87.7% 88.2% 82.4% 88.4% 81.9% 89.6%
AR100
86.0%
6
87.0%
5
87.5%
6
83.2% 88.6% 81.4% 86.9% 80.6% 88.9%
AR200
86.6%
6
85.7%
6
87.7%
5
85.0% 88.6%
AR500
86.2%
5
DS high jitter
a
b
SH0
SH20
SH40
SH200
c
d
100% 45.0% 100% 60.0% 98.5% 67.6%
AR0
40.6%
35
51.1%
9
62.4%
11
90.4% 57.3% 76.6% 73.6% 78.5% 76.4%
AR100
50.2%
15
72.4%
11
73.5%
9
83.1% 67.7% 82.0% 77.1% 82.6% 77.0%
AR200
64.0%
11 75.5%
8
74.4%
8
83.6% 73.4%
AR500
68.2%
11

4.2

Performances on a Secure Smartcard

As a last (but most challenging) experiment we deployed our CNN architecture to attack an AES
hardware implementation over a modern secure smartcard (secure implementation on 90nm technology node). On this implementation, the architecture is designed to optimize the area, and the speed
performances are not the major concern. The architecture is here minimal, implementing only one
hardware instance of the SubByte module. The AES SubByte operation is thus executed serially and
one byte is processed per clock cycle. To protect the implementation, several countermeasures are
implemented. Among them, a hardware mechanism induces a strong jitter effect which produces a
high traces desynchronization. The bench is setup to trig the acquisition of the trace on a peak which
corresponds to the processing of the first byte. Consequently, the set of traces is aligned according to
the processing of the first byte while the other bytes leakages are completely misaligned. To illustrate
the effect of this misalignment, the SNR characterizing the (aligned) first byte and the (misaligned)
second byte are computed (according to the formula given in [4]) using a set of 150, 000 traces labelled
by the value of the SubByte output (256 labels). These SNRs are depicted in the top part of Fig. 6.
The SNR of the first byte (in green) detects a quite high leakage, while the SNR of the second byte
(in blue) is nullified. A zoom of the SNR of the second peak is proposed in the bottom-left part of
Fig. 6. In order to confirm that the very low SNR corresponding to the second byte is only due to the
desynchronization, the patterns of the traces corresponding to the second byte have been resynchronized using a peak-detection-based algorithm, quite similar to the one applied for the experiments of
Sec.4.1. Then the SNR has been computed onto these new aligned traces and has been plot in red
in the top-left part of Fig. 6; this SNR is very similar to that of the first byte. This clearly shows
that the leakage information is contained into the trace but is efficiently hidden by the jitter-based
countermeasure.
We applied the CNN approach onto the rough set of traces (without any alignement). First a
2, 500-sized window of the trace has been selected to input CNN. The window, identified by the vertical cursors in the bottom part of Fig. 6, has been selected to ensure that the pattern corresponding
to the leakage of the second byte is inside the selection. At this step, it is important to notice that
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such a selection is not at all as meticulous as the selection of PoIs required by a classical TA approach.
The training phase has been performed using 98, 000 labelled traces; 1, 000 further traces have been
used for the validation set. We performed the training phase over a desktop computer equipped with
an Intel Xeon E5440 @2,83GHz processor, 24Gb of RAM and a GeForce GTS 450 GPU. Without
data augmentation each epoch took about 200s.11 The training stopped after 25 epochs. Considering
that in this case we applied an early-stopping strategy that stopped training after 20 epochs without
validation loss decrement, it means that the final trainable weights are obtained after 5 epochs (in
about 15 minutes). The results that we obtained are summarized in Table 3. They prove not only that
our CNN is robust to the misalignment caused by the jitter but also that the DA technique is effective
in raising its efficiency. A comparison between the CNN performances and the best results we obtained
over the same dataset applying the realignment-TA strategy in the right part of Fig.6. Beyond the
fact that the CNN approach slightly outperforms the realignment-TA one, and considering that both
case-results shown here are surely non-optimal, what is remarkable is that the CNN approach is potentially suitable even in cases where realignment methods are impracticable or not satisfying. It is of
particular interest in cases where sensitive information does not lie in proximity of peaks or of easily
detectable patterns, since many resynchronization techniques are based on pattern or peak detection. If
the resynchronization fails, the TA approach falls out of service, while the CNN one remains a further
weapon in the hands of an attacker.
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Fig. 6: Top Left: in green the SNR for the first byte; in blue the SNR for the second byte; in red the SNR
for the second byte after a trace realignment. Bottom Left: a zoom of the blue SNR trace. Right: comparison
between a Gaussian template attack with realignment, and our CNN strategy, over the modern smart card
with jitter.

SH0 AR0 SH10 AR100 SH20 AR200
a b 35.0% 1.1% 12.5% 1.5% 10.4% 2.2%
c d 1.2% 137 1.3% 89 1.8% 54
Table 3: Results of our CNN over the modern smart card with jitter.

Conclusions and Perspectives
In this paper we have proposed an end-to-end profiling attack approach for evaluation, based on the
CNNs. We claimed that such a strategy would be effective still in presence of trace misalignment. We
successfully verified our claim by performing the CNN-based attack over different kind of misaligned
data. This property represents a great practical advantage compared to the nowadays state-of-the-art
profiling attacks, that require a meticulous trace realignment in order to be efficient. It represents
also a solution to the problem of the selection of points of interest issue: CNNs efficiently manage
high-dimensional data, allowing the evaluator to simply select large windows. Moreover, thanks to the
visualization tools we proposed, the evaluator, who needs to characterize and identify the vulnerabilities allowing CNN attack to succeed, is able to retrieve the PoIs in a trace-wise manner. In order to deal
with the risk of overfitting phenomenon, we proposed two Data Augmentation techniques adapted to
11

raising to about 2000s when SH20 DA200 data augmentation is performed (data are augmented online during
training)
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misaligned side-channel traces. All the experimental results we obtained have proved that they provide
a great benefit to the CNN strategy.
In this work, CNNs are applied in a classification-oriented manner: the CNN model is used to classify traces with respect to a sensitive variable, then the outcomes of several classification are jointly
exploited to perform an Advanced Attack (aka Differential Power Attack) in order to retrieve a key
chunk. Future works might concern the definition of a new ML task, to replace the classification one
in order to perfectly fit advanced attack scenarios, and the identification of specialized metrics (e.g.
loss functions, evaluation metrics more adequate than the accuracy) to solve such a new task.
In general, we are convinced of the importance of further exploring DL techniques in side-channel
context. At the same time we are aware of the lack of clear theoretical foundations that would give
guides about the choice of the hyper-parameters that influence the performances of the DL architectures. For this reason we believe that researchers should share their efforts in developing and analysing
ad hoc methodologies to tune side-channel-oriented neural networks. To this aim, a publication appeared in the Cryptology ePrint archive on January 2018 [26] proposing a fully-reported set of benchmarks performed over some electromagnetic emanation acquisitions. The whole acquisitions database
were published as well, including all the sources of the target implementation. We wish this open
platform may serve as a common basis for researchers willing to compare their new architectures or
their improvements of existing models. This kind of public databases have been central tools in the development of deep learning solutions in many other domains, for example in image recognition context.
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